555 GOLF EDITORIALS
‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’
WHO’d A THUNK IT?
The 555 Team, with its fresh, logical, magical, trail blazing ways of looking at this ‘Great Game Of Golf’,
even after more than 50 inquisitive and productive years, continues to innovate and motivate.
You are very likely right up to speed with our foundational material like ‘The 5 Set-Ups’ (‘Posture, Grip,
Stance, Ball Location & Alignment’), ‘The 5 Executions (‘Swinging Motion, Hands, Eyes, Ball & Pin’) ,
‘The 5 Controls’ (‘Chin, Hands, Feet, Ball & Pin’) and ‘The 5 Essential Elements’ (‘Clubface Aim,
Clubhead Path, Clubhead Speed, Sweet Spot & Angle Of Attack’ - AOA). Why are these very basics
items so important to all your hopes and aspirations? Because there is not one single golf swing made
anywhere in the world, right or left-handed, male or female, athletic or not, that does not have each of
these 20 items involved. That is the definition of core components and the process of ‘Mastering Golf
Basics’. These items provide consistent outcomes and predictable happiness.
Who would have envisioned the ‘555 Team’ having ‘Live Support 24/7’? Our associates think we have
lost our minds! “Nobody Does that! Get a life!” We blazed the leadership trail and many are following us.
Who envisions and makes ‘Free Lessons’ happen? 25% of our lesson hours over the last years were ‘Free
Of Charge’. There are multitudes of good people world-wide who cannot afford golf lessons, but simply
cannot survive without them! We have and shall keep stepping up to the teaching deck! Do you know that
attrition lost over a million golfers last year primarily due to ‘The Frustration Quotient’ causing them to
say “Enough!” You do not expect the manufacturers and promoters to tell you that truth?
Who would envision the ‘555 Team’s using ‘The Golf Machine’ and ‘The Iron Byron’ mechanical
concepts to bridge the narrow and deep chasmic gap between sanity and insanity? Marvelous concepts
that help us understand and thus improve. If you are not fully up to seed, “AskUs!”
Do not hesitate even a minute learning more about ‘The Perfect Problem Solving Concepts’ or ‘The
Natural Progression Of The Golf Swing … a new paradigm’. These unique, new, copyrighted ‘555
Themes’ are fresh and vibrant components of the very effective, proven ‘555 System’.
Our dedicated, science based yet ‘Open Minded’ approach to ‘Having Fun Out There’ is worthy of your
trust and commitment in both time and money.

“Welcome Aboard!”
“Enjoy The Ride!”

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
E-Mail: AskUs@555golf.com
WebSite: 555golf.com
Telephone: (817) 673-8888
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